WORKSPACE PROTECTION
COMMERCIAL
The requirement to provide increasing
amounts of security to commercial
premises has been matched by the need for
management and control of many commercial
processes, both for health and safety reasons
and to prevent financial loss due the theft
of capital assets. While nobody wants to
suspect that their staff or colleagues may be
responsible for losses, the necessity to take
reasonable precautions to protect the innocent
is an ongoing management responsibility.
Onwatch has integrated a range of systems to
meet this growing need and provides a service
carefully balanced to protect - but not to offend
-those persons within its control.
ACCESS MANAGEMENT

The effective control of unauthorised entry is becoming
increasingly important for those with commercial
property to protect. The ‘stroll in’ thief, the industrial
spy, the off limits caller are all well known threats but the awareness that terrorism may also become a
factor, adds urgency to these considerations. Good
security is made up of layers of protection and access
management is no exception . Onwatch can add
effective layers to even sophisticated pass key methods
of entry, with CCTV visual verification additions. The
range of methods available is impressive, from simple
swipe cards to bio technical innovations, to meet the
level of control suitable for every requirement.
ASSET TRACKING

For people and assets on the move, management
and control has traditionally been the personal
responsibility of the traveller. The theft of a laptop
computer can have consequences far beyond the value
of the machine and it is usually more important to
recover it, than to receive the full replacement value.
The loss of a vehicle while in transit may not be the
end of the world but it is inconvenient and may have
serious consequences. Fitting an Onroute device to
mobile assets and supplying an associated transponder
to lone or vulnerable workers is a convenient and
effective way of meeting the sensible, moral and legal
responsibilities of commercial managers in respect of
their mobile assets.

DIGITAL EVENT RECORDING

Knowing what actually happened during an incident
is essential. Speculation is seldom accurate enough
to make sound judgements from and for those
sensitive areas, the provision of a recording system
can prevent small incidents becoming an overblown
disaster. A digital recorder is an easier device to
manage in accordance with the requirements of the
Data Protection Act than a videotape machine. To avoid
those damaging mysteries, Onwatch can supply digital
systems, IP addressable for multiple authorised access,
control and management.
ACTIVATED VIDEO INTRUDER DETECTION

Many commercial establishment’s intruder systems
have become black listed by the police because of their
false alarm record. World wide the false alarm rate is in
excess of 90% and intruder alarms have subsequently
fallen into disrepute. A visually verified intruder alarm
will get response from the police. Onwatch specialises
in activated video to provide visually verified intruder
detection. If your premises require a reliable, no false
alarm system that the police will respond to, contact
Onwatch for more details and a quotation.
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